Abstract. Emotion recognition is one of the most important factors in emotional ICT. In this paper, we suggest the system of emotion affective color transfer. To recognize human emotion, we use feature based facial expression recognition. Suggested system can be affected Image contents according to individual emotion. To emotionally transfer image contents, we analyze color, shape and stroke information. Emotion affective system can be used various multimedia contents such as music, movie and game.
Introduction
While there is extensive research on emotion in the workplace and on information and communication technology (ICT) implementation, largely ignored is the emotionality of ICT implementation and change management more generally, even though the emotional experience of such processes is critical to their success.
Emotion recognition is one of the most important factors in emotional ICT. In most of the state of the art technologies on emotion recognition, features are extracted from the image, speech and bio-signals and they are classified into specific emotional categories based on pre-trained recognition models.
In this paper, we suggest the system of emotion affective color transfer. To recognize human emotion, we use feature based facial expression recognition. Suggested system can be affected Image contents according to individual emotion. To emotionally transfer image contents, we analyze color, shape and stroke information. Emotion affective system can be used various multimedia contents such as music, movie and game.
Previous Works
One of the means of showing emotion is through changes in facial expressions. Apart from the six basic emotions (love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, fear), the human face is capable of displaying expressions for a variety of other emotions. In 2000, Parrott identified 136 emotional states that humans are capable of displaying and categorized them into separate classes and subclasses [1] . In more recent years, there have been attempts at recognizing expressions other than the six basic ones. One of the techniques used to recognize non-basic expressions is by automatically recognizing the individual AUs which in turn helps in recognizing finer changes in expressions. An example of such a system is the Tian et al.'s AFA system [2] . Most of the developed methods attempt to recognize the basic expressions and some attempts at recognizing non-basic expressions. However there have been very few attempts at recognizing the temporal dynamics of the face. Temporal dynamics refers to the timing and duration of facial activities. The important terms that are used in connection with temporal dynamics are: onset, apex and offset [3] .
Having discussed emotions and the associated facial expressions, let us now take a look at Facial Features. The suggested system consists of human emotion modeling, facial expression based emotion recognition and emotion affective image transfer. To define human emotion, we use 2D emotional model (pleasant-unpleasant and arousal-relaxation). Individual human emotion can be detected by using feature based facial expression. We transfer the color of input image to emotion affective image using emotional color wheel.
Human Emotion Modeling
Emotion can be differentiated from a number of similar constructs within the field of affective neuroscience. Feelings are best understood as a subjective representation of emotions, private to the individual experiencing them. Moods are diffuse affective states that generally last for much longer durations than emotions and are also usually less intense than emotions. Affect is an encompassing term, used to describe the topics of emotion, feelings, and moods together, even though it is commonly used interchangeably with emotion. In order to model personal emotions we first classified the individual personal sensibilities. Based on Russell's 2D emotional model [4] , we use one emotional model to show the location of emotion upon two axes as pleasant-unpleasant and arousalrelaxation. The emotional data show the sensitivity by classifying pleasant-unpleasant, arousal-relaxation on the axis. Each sensitive value has a value from -5 to 5 and with this we use it to represent the expression of emotional data by dividing the Russell's 2D emotion model into nine quadrants and set the standard sensitivity.
Facial Expression Recognition
To recognize human emotion, we use feature based facial expression recognition. Suggested emotion detection system consists of facial area detection, feature point extraction and emotional facial expression recognition. To detect facial area, we use Haar-like features and AdaBoost learning procedure [5] . Facial feature points can be extracted by using Active Shape Models (ASM) [6] . The number of extracted features can be reduced by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7] . To recognize emotion from extracted features, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8] which is one of machine learning mechanisms.
Emotional Color Transfer
We transfer the color of input image to emotion affective image using emotional color wheel [9] . The color palette of input image extracted from its color distribution. According to classified facial expression based personal emotion, the emotional color palette calculated by using emotional color wheel. Emotion affective color image can be produced by mapping the color palette of input image to the emotional color palette. Figure 2 shows an example result of proposed emotional color transfer method. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we suggest the system of emotion affective color transfer. To recognize human emotion, we define 2D emotional model and use feature based facial expression recognition using machine learning mechanism. To emotionally transfer image contents, we convert the color of input image to emotion affective image using emotional color wheel.
However, this suggested system transfers only the color information of image contents. In our future works, we develop the technique of emotional shape and stroke transfer using shape and stroke information. Also, suggested emotion affective system can be expanded various multimedia contents such as music, movie and game.
